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STEP Production Notes

He's really the opposite of who I am, so I thought playing him would be an interesting challenge.” Although he too had never stepped before learning the moves. 
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HOW SHE MOVE Synopsis



HOW SHE MOVE is an energetic, gritty and ultimately inspiring coming of age tale about a gifted young woman who defies all the rules as she step dances her heart out to achieve her dreams. Featuring a fresh cast of new discoveries, this Sundance Film Festival hit marks the feature film debut of the electric Rutina Wesley, with street-style step sequences by top choreographer Hi-Hat and special appearances by R&B singer-songwriter Keyshia Cole and comedian DeRay Davis. Bursting with raw talent and intelligence, Raya Green (Wesley), the daughter of Jamaican immigrants, has always been the family’s one great hope. She won the rare chance to break out of their drug and crime-infested neighborhood when she was accepted into the exclusive Seaton Academy. But when her sister dies of an overdose, the family is shattered and Raya is forced to return to the place she tried so hard to escape. It’s not easy to go back, especially when one-time friends, including the tough minded Michelle (Tré Armstrong), see Raya as a stuck-up traitor who left the community behind. Feeling trapped and looking for a way out, Raya learns about a step competition with a $50,000 cash prize that could change her fate. Most of the crews that win the big money are all male, forcing Raya to fight her way in as the sole female member of the Jane Street Junta (JSJ), led by the reining champ of the local steppin’ scene Bishop (Dwain Murphy). As sparks begin to fly between Raya and Bishop, a false move by Raya leaves her without a crew, and she finds herself in a battle between her loyalty, her determination, her family’s ambitions and her heart. As the big contest approaches, she realizes it’s no longer just about the money or the opportunity, but also the one thing that she’s been missing in her life: a sense of self. Paramount Vantage presents HOW SHE MOVE, directed by Ian Iqbal Rashid (TOUCH OF PINK) from a screenplay by Annmarie Morais. The producers are Jennifer Kawaja and Julia Sereny of Sienna Films and Brent Barclay. Driven by music, the film features tracks from Missy Elliott, Busta Rhymes, Lil‚ Mama and Yummy Bingham. The score is composed by Andrew Lockington



HOW SHE MOVE About The Production



“Funny thing, the way one moment changes a million after it.” -- Raya Green



Stepping, an intensely rhythmic, percussive and expressive form of dancing that began as a way of connecting people in Africa, has suddenly become a major phenomenon across North America. It was first seen in the U.S. in the 1920s when college students called it “marching,” but it wasn’t until Spike Lee’s SCHOOL DAZE that stepping first hit the big screen. Since then, stepping has become hotter and hotter – not just among university students and not just in hit Hollywood films such as DRUMLINE and STOMP THE YARD, but on the streets as well, in inner cities where stepping is increasingly becoming both a thrilling form of competitive art and a way for a talented few to literally “step up” into a more promising future. For director Ian Iqbal Rashid, fresh off the sensational reviews of his debut indie film TOUCH OF PINK, stepping was a way to tell a raw, honest, urban coming-of-age story with plenty of grit but also lots of dynamic style.



Having fallen in love with such iconic and



inspirational dance films as FAME, FLASHDANCE and SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER as a kid, he’d long dreamed of one day making that same kind of heartfelt, music-driven, culturally authentic story that merged movement, music and the rhythms of the human heart – but for a different generation. So when he came across Annmarie Morais’ dance-fueled but character-focused screenplay, HOW SHE MOVE, about a fiercely driven, young Jamaican immigrant who discovers that stepping in an all-male crew might be her ticket out of a dead-end neighborhood, Rashid himself was powerfully moved. He was impressed by how the story of HOW SHE MOVE interwove elements of a young woman taking a risk to become who she really is with themes of friendship, family and class – and, most of all, heart-pounding, hypnotic dance sequences that intensified the tale’s volatile mix of emotions with sheer motion. “I saw HOW SHE MOVE so clearly as I was reading it,” recalls Rashid who, like the film’s lead character, grew up in urban Toronto as an immigrant, his family having sought asylum there from his native Tanzania. “I love dance and music, and dance tells so much of this story so much texture and emotion are played out through it. Yet, the film also speaks to the scars of migration, a theme that very much interests me and runs through all of my work. I was also



drawn to it because it’s a story that talks about different ways of winning; and how winning doesn’t always look how you think it’s going to look.” The story of Raya Green’s complicated, yet rousing quest to step her way out of despair and into her own identity began with the passion of rising young screenwriter Annemarie Morais. Morais, herself a Jamaican immigrant who grew up in Canada, developed a deep love of stepping while studying at Canada’s York University. She was exhilarated by step’s inherent pendulum of feelings – how it could be at once celebratory and fierce, sexy and strong, angry and bursting with life. Although she claims to be rhythmically challenged, having never stepped competitively herself, Morais became a passionate fan of step competitions. “Step is so much about personal expression,” she says. “There’s so much energy and such a strong sense of community feeling in it. The same way that hip-hop became the voice of a generation, I think step is bringing out a certain expression of our past and our present through dance in a powerful way.” While still at York, Morais would go on to make an award-winning short documentary, STEPPIN TO IT, which followed the pressures and preparations surrounding co-ed step teams getting ready for a big contest. But even after that, the subject continued to compel her and Morais began to link it up with her desire to write a screenplay that would have a young black woman as its central heroine. Thus was born Raya Green, the fiery, fiercely intelligent young woman who thought her plan to escape a rough-hewn immigrant community was all in place – until her sister’s death from a drug overdose changed everything and brought her back home to start all over again. Morais wrote from the heart and from the intimate emotions of her own personal experience, but she also felt instinctively that the themes of the film would be universal. “I think everybody knows what it’s like not to know what to do with your life,” she explains “Everybody knows what it’s like to have family pressures that you just don’t know how to get out of, and relationship pressures, and all these expectations and huge life decisions that you have to make when you’re that age. It’s an overwhelming time and whether you’re from New York or Toronto, that situation applies.” Certainly, the dance in the film speaks a language that crosses all borders. Even while working on the page, Morais felt the stepping sequences come alive in her mind’s eye and become part-and-parcel of the storytelling. “The story’s really about one girls’ journey to figure out her life, and step gives her a power and a voice to find her way in the world,” she explains. “I tried to put all of Raya’s pain and anger and frustration into motion and, as I was writing, I always saw her movements in my head. The heart of the story is the relationships and how that



influences who Raya is – but the dance became an expression of those things, a reaction to those things and a drive for those things.” Morais set her story in a unique locale few filmgoers have seen: Toronto’s “Jane-Finch corridor,” an area of low-income and public housing that became a melting pot of multi-ethnic culture in the middle of the city, teeming with new, often impoverished, immigrants from across the globe. Today, the Jane-Finch Corridor is home to 75,000 people from 80 ethnic groups, speaking 112 different languages. A high-density area rife with drug and gang-related crime, it is also a vibrant, restless area home to many unseen dreams and dramas. For Morais, it was important that Raya see that leaving Jane-Finch behind – turning away from her own personal history -- is not the key to starting her life anew. “The idea that you have ‘to leave to achieve’ is no longer true, and I think people need to be reminded that you can affect change wherever you are and whatever your situation is. Your success is not about your location,” says Morais. “It’s about your determination. Whatever it is that you desire, it’s not a matter of you have to be from here or you can’t be from Jane-Finch. It’s your own determination that charts your future.” Having conceived this dance-driven story of self-determination that unfolds in a strong female voice, Morais was thrilled when two women came on board to develop and produce HOW SHE MOVE. She first brought the idea to Jennifer Kawaja and Julia Sereny of Canada’s Sienna Films because she was enjoying working with them on other projects and thought they might be interested in the subject matter. Kawaja and Sereny, who have a reputation for seeking out edgy, risk-taking material, not only were intrigued by the subject matter, they were impressed with Morais’ distinctive approach to it. “Jennifer and I are both great fans of dance films,” says Sereny. “In HOW SHE MOVE, the dance is integrated into the roots of the story and the emotions -- whether it be passion, humor, tragedy, defiance, or stubbornness – are clearly reflected through those sequences. The dance is an extension of each of the characters, not separate from them.” Adds Kawaja: “We thought a lot about the themes and ideas that are in the film – especially the idea that if you come from a disenfranchised community, the most brutal thing that can happen to you is that your hope is killed, your ability to dream is killed. The story is a very delicate balancing act between these themes and the life-affirming joy of dance.” It was Kawaja and Sereny who brought the project to director Ian Iqbal Rashid. They had recently produced his first film, the award-winning comedy TOUCH OF PINK, which starred Kyle MacLachlan, and thought he would have an affinity for the material. As they’d hoped, Rashid responded immediately and intensely. “I really liked the central



character, Raya, and related to her in so many ways,” he says. “And then I started doing more research into the whole stepping culture, and that really moved me, too. Its history is so rich and poignant and rooted in African-American aspiration, and I thought it would be a real privilege to work on a project that would bring step further into popular culture.” It was the film’s mix of unusually stark realism surrounding the explosive dance sequences that made it really work for Rashid. “This is a story about kids who are yearning for a better life, which is a classic theme in a lot of musical and dance films,” he notes. “Raya, our central hero, becomes an ever fiercer competitor and ever fiercer dancer as her journey continues, but then she also begins to get in touch with the person she really wants to be. So it truly becomes a comingof-age story that is realized through dance numbers.”



How They Cast HOW SHE MOVE The strong personalities and awe-inspiring dance styles of the young characters form the heart of HOW SHE MOVE, so casting was a priority. The filmmakers knew they would need to bring together a very special group of vibrant and authentic talents, which set off a search across North America, in both the U.S. and Canada. They held lots of open calls, hunted in recreation centers and performing arts high schools, auditioned dancers who could act, actors who could dance and discovered total newcomers who at times took their breath away. “The process of finding the cast for the movie was like a movie itself,” notes producer Julia Sereny. The first and biggest challenge was casting Raya Green – a role that would require an actress of considerable range – capable of being at once an intellectual heavyweight, a rebel, a grieving sister and a teenager falling in love – as well as someone with serious gifts as a dancer. Rutina Wesley, freshly graduated from Julliard’s theatre school, emerged as the filmmakers first choice. “When I first met with Rutina, it was like manna from heaven,” says Ian Iqbal Rashid. “Not only did she physically look like the character that Annmarie described in her script, but to me she had the emotional essence of Raya as well: intelligence without pretension, warmth without ever seeming like she was trying to ingratiate herself, and a simple, natural beauty. There’s something quite serious about her and world-wise. Also, she could really dance!” With a mother who was a Las Vegas showgirl and a father who is a musician, Rutina already had rhythm and dance deep in her blood. Though not a formally trained dancer herself,



she was always athletic and, most importantly, was willing and able to put herself through an intensive schedule of lessons and daily dance rehearsals that were required for the part. For Rutina, the role was everything she ever yearned for. “To combine my two passions, acting and dancing, at the same time in my first movie was amazing,” she says. “I couldn’t have dreamed of any more. I am just so thankful to Jennifer and Julia and Ian for cracking that door and letting me come through.” When she read the script, she also immediately fell in love with Raya, in spite of her flaws. “She’s a beautiful character,” Rutina says. “I can really relate to her because I think if you grew up in the inner city or somewhere where it doesn’t seem like you have a lot of opportunities, it’s really hard to think that you can get somewhere in life. It’s hard to know what you want. What I like about Raya is that, by the end of the movie, you truly feel she’s going to live on her own terms and not do what her mother wants, or what her sister wanted, but what Raya wants. She’s now got a lot of hope.” Rutina had to work extremely hard at the dance and choreography, practicing until she was sore, but it paid big dividends, allowing her to shine even among the great dancers who form the Jane Street Junta (JSJ) and the Kin-Dreadz teams. “The toughest part for me was feeling like a true step-slash-hip-hop dancer and I was incredibly frustrated sometimes,” she admits. “But once I got more comfortable and confident in my steps, Raya just came out of me.” Rutina believes that for Raya, the visceral feeling of dancing becomes far more than just a way of taking advantage of her talents. It also becomes a new means of accessing and dealing with her deepest feelings, starting with her inexpressible sadness over her sister who died of a drug overdose. “Dance always reminds Raya of her sister, because it was her sister who taught her everything she knew about dance. So when Raya finally allows herself to step, she is letting out all her frustration and the isolating sadness of grieving for her sister alone,” explains Rutina. “And when Raya starts to release all this pressure through dance, she lets out her feelings about this boy Bishop, and her feelings of guilt towards her friend Michelle, and about having to prove herself within her community because she went to an all-white school. It all starts to come out in a powerful way.” By the end of production, Rutina was as passionate about stepping as her character. She continues: “The thing I love about step is that, because you’re connecting with the ground and you’re actually hitting it, it’s really cathartic, its like this big release, and then it becomes exhilarating. You can feel every clap, every step, every hit through your entire body and it’s an incredible experience.”



Everyone on the set was amazed by the way Rutina seemed to become one with the role. “She gave it her all in every take, and with an incredible intensity and focus,” Rashid remembers. “She doesn’t believe in holding back or pacing herself.” “When we cast Rutina she had never even been in a film before,” notes Jennifer Kawaja, “but she had a kind of control and reserve that usually only more mature actresses have. She also has a way of carrying herself in the world, like her brain’s always working, and that’s exactly who we wanted Raya to be. She’s tough, but feminine.” Surrounding Raya Green is a group of characters with their own stories of yearning and drive who also bring in the considerable pressures of friendship, romance, competition and parental expectations. Raya’s former friend Michelle – who felt bitterly betrayed when Raya left their public high school behind to attend the elite Seaton private academy -- helps to push Raya into action when she accuses her of snobbery and “slumming.” To play Michelle, the filmmakers eventually cast Tré Armstrong, a dancer who has toured with Missy Elliot and who had originally joined the production as a choreographer until the filmmakers encouraged her to audition for the vital role of Raya’s rival. Tré knew she had a shot at it because she related to the script so deeply. “The story was so real to me and the kids I went to high school with,” she says. “And what really made the story stand out to me is that it has a female hero. You rarely get to see a strong woman of color in a hero position, so to find a story with so many powerful women characters who have their own strong sense of self and confidence really drew me.” Once she got the role, Tré blossomed in it. She especially loved dancing as Michelle, whose self-assurance and physically powerful moves keep her among the top female steppers around. “When she gets on stage, she owns it – and that’s how I always feel when I dance so it felt natural to me,” she says. Rashid remembers, “Tré and a few of the other performers were very talented dancers, but had minimal acting experience. So in rehearsals we worked very hard at trying to fid the point at which the actress and the character intersected. Given the budget and schedule of the film, I knew we’d only have a couple of takes and the performance had to be right there, right at the actor’s fingertips. Tré didn’t disappoint. She found a vulnerability and strength in herself that was very Michelle-like.” But the big challenge for Tré as a first-time screen actress was nailing the intense dynamic -- one that begins in anger and turns to trust and affection -- between Michelle and Raya. “Michelle’s a girl with a lot of attitude and when Raya goes away I think she has a lot of



jealousy and resentment. She’s thinking, ‘why did you have to go and leave?’ And when Raya comes back, Michelle’s a little bit of a bully because she sees this chick coming back into her zone. But, at the end of the day, Michelle comes to respect Raya,” says Tré. “Working beside Rutina, I learned the grace of an actress, and she inspired me to put on my A game for the acting.” Also heating up the rivalry between Raya and Michelle is Bishop, the talented head of the JSJ dance crew, who becomes increasingly attracted to Raya’s independence and feverish passion for step, much to Michelle’s dismay. Another newcomer comes to the fore as Bishop: Dwain Murphy, who hails from the Caribbean island of Dominica and won the role in a series of flashy auditions that proved he had the right stuff for the part. “Dwain initially came in to audition of one of the smaller parts,” recalls Rashid. “But he was so good, we kept bringing him back for bigger and bigger parts. With his looks and magnetism and charm, it seemed silly to waste his talent in a small role. In the end, we just handed Bishop over to him.” Dwain had all the charisma and confidence of Bishop – the only thing he lacked was dance experience.



“Zero, zip, nada,” is how Dwain describes his previous work in dance. “I shake my



booty in the club like everyone else, but that’s it.” But the challenge of learning to dance at a pro level in a matter of months became part of the thrill. “For me, pushing myself five days a week, eight hours a day, routine after routine after routine until my knees couldn’t take it any more - I loved it. I’d push Dwain out of the picture and dance as Bishop because he’s a leader and I knew he’d dance that way, with that attitude. There are two different Bishops: the one outside the ring, who is humble and always trying to keep his crew together, and the one in the ring, who always has the gloves off.” Like the other cast members, Dwain soon became immersed in the joy of step. “A lot of people don’t realize how emotional step is. It’s more than the stomping of your feet to make a rhythm, it’s about what your body does, what your face does, it’s how powerful you step, because you can be devastated inside and all that will come out. It’s a very passionate thing.” He also came to see what step and the JSJ mean to Bishop. “For Bishop, I think step allows him to be free,” observes Dwain. “He’s working at the body shop all day and when it’s his break time, he could easily fall into the trap of drugs and gangs and all that stuff surrounding him, but instead, he puts his energy into creating his own routines, something he can really control.” Dwain especially enjoyed the relationship between Bishop and Raya, which, though challenged by conflict, goes far beyond dancing in the same crew. “I think she kind of opens his eyes and he kind of opens hers,” he explains. “What I love about this film is that unlike most dance



films it tells a really good story with a lot of different conflicts. You get to see people’s struggles with life and love and there’s some great dancing in the middle of it all, expressing it all.” Playing Bishop’s bookish younger brother, Quake, who has a secret crush on Raya, is Brennan Gademans, a young Canadian hip-hop dancer and actor who made his acting debut playing the young Michael Jackson in a telefilm. He describes his character as “the younger brother who’s heard ‘you’re not good enough yet’ his whole life and he’s just been building up and practicing and watching and learning and he has all this potential inside of him and is just waiting for the opportunity to let it go.” Bishop’s best friend, E.C., is played by rising, Toronto-based actor Kevin Duhaney, who has already been seen in such films as John Singleton’s FOUR BROTHERS. “E.C. is a lot different from Bishop,” explains Duhaney. “He’s very materialistic. He isn’t in it for the stepping. He’s in it for his own reasons. He’s really the opposite of who I am, so I thought playing him would be an interesting challenge.” Although he too had never stepped before learning the moves for the film, Duhaney notes that it shares a lot in common with acting. “You can tell a lot about somebody by the way they step. If someone is aggressive, they’ll dance that way. If someone is laid back, they’ll dance that way. Everything shows.” Also joining the cast as part of the Jane Street Junta is actor, dancer and Platinum-recording artist Shawn Desman, who plays Trey, the team’s sole white kid who becomes Raya’s unlikely supporter. “Trey is one of the only people who accepts Raya into the group and sees that she’s amazing at what she does,” he explains. “Being the one white kid in the dance troupe -- that was always me, so the role was perfect.” Rounding out the Jane Street Junta is Daniel Morrison, who stars on the hit television series DeGrassi: The Next Generation, as Wayne, and Montreal native Tristan D. Lalla as Big Man Manny. When Raya heads to Detroit for the Step Monster competition – where Jane Street Junta will compete with Michelle’s FemPhatal crew and the slick Kin-Dreadz – the film’s two most recognizable stars take the stage as the contest’s entertaining MCs: platinum-selling R&B artist Keyshia Cole and stand-up comedian and screen and television star DeRay Davis. The adult cast also includes Melanie Nichols-King, most recently seen on HBO’s acclaimed The Wire, as Raya’s mother, Faye, who is forced to rethink her dreams for her daughter when Raya begins to dance. “Faye’s dreams of worldly success were inherited by Raya,” explains Rashid. “But of course those are really Faye’s dreams and ambitions and they are driven as much by Faye’s own dissatisfaction as by her hopes for Raya’s future. Now, Raya will have to do it on her own terms, not her mother’s. It’s a very difficult performance that Melanie has pulled off. Faye is often dislikeable, tough, even bitter. Melanie attacked the part with a true actor’s courage.”



Melanie Nichols-King was able to bring out the mix of pain and pride that accompany Faye’s discovery that her daughter is forging her own path in life. “Melanie is an amazing actress,” says Rutina Wesley. “We developed this real bond, this real feeling of love so that when you get to that defining moment at the end when Raya becomes her own woman with her mother, I think that scene is one of the most beautiful.” On the set, the cast’s mix of dancers, actors and newcomers from disparate backgrounds could have descended into chaos. Instead, under Iqbal’s direction, tight bonds were forged and the enthusiasm became infectious. Says Rutina: “Ian’s energy is so calm and loving, it was really hard to ruffle his feathers. He had a way of making us feel really safe.” Concludes producer Jennifer Kawaja: “A lot of the actors hadn’t even been in movies before, yet they were so incredible. I think without them we wouldn’t have gotten the movie because they nailed every take and so we were able to keep moving forward quickly. The commitment and focus on their part was absolute.”



The Moves in HOW SHE MOVE



With the cast set, Ian Iqbal Rashid now faced the considerable challenge of bringing to life his vision of merging the intensity of a gritty coming-of-age drama with the pulsating rhythms of street-style dance. Almost like a 21st century musical, the story’s emotional climaxes are expressed explosively through the film’s show-stopping dance numbers. Step lends itself to inner expression –since steppers use their bodies as instruments, making the very rhythm to which they are dancing with their hands and feet, feelings that range from fury to ecstasy come to fore in visually exciting ways. But it takes tremendous finesse and creativity to bring out the maximum visceral quality from the moves. Inspired by the looser manner of Toronto’s street steppers, who mix-master step with hiphop and break-dance to create hugely kinetic, acrobatic, breathtaking routines, Rashid knew he would need a choreographer who really understood contemporary street dance from the inside out – and could actually translate the emotions of the story through original moves. The filmmakers found that rare combo in Hi-Hat, hip-hop’s so-called diva of dance, who is renowned for working with such artists as Missy Elliot, Eve and Kanye West. As one of the few women working in this male-dominated arena, Hi-Hat brought something else essential to the film: a natural affinity for choreographing for women in strong, beautiful and unexpected ways. “Hi-Hat has worked with Missy Elliot on some of her best videos, as well as with PDiddy, Wyclef Jean and Mary J. Blige. In a lot of music videos, women’s bodies are used as



props, most often with sexual overtones, but Hi-Hat works with female dancers in much more complex and interesting ways,” says Jennifer Kawaja. “Even her sexiest routines don’t objectify women’s bodies – instead she gives the female dancers power and dignity. And she had what was most important to us: the skills to relate the dance to each one of the story’s characters.” When first approached, Hi-Hat admits she was skeptical, but once she read Annmarie Morais’s script, she couldn’t resist the challenge. “I could really relate to Raya’s struggle to be recognized,” she explains, “and it’s so rare to see a female lead in a black dance film. The character of Raya inspired me because she can hang with the guys when it comes to dance and she’s fearless and she reminded me of my own passion for dancing. I also loved that the film looks at a real Caribbean immigrant community – the language and the emotions are all very true to life, and you don’t see that too often.” Right away, Hi-Hat envisioned bringing a high-energy polyglot of dance styles to the story. “I wanted to not only bring in step but amazing hip-hop, amazing breakdancing, and an amazing Jamaican reggae feel,” she says. “I wanted to have interesting movement, unique movements, as well as lots of fun movement.” That wide-open approach was perfectly in synch with Rashid’s. “I wanted something bigger, bolder and rawer and I liked that Hi-Hat was mixing crumping moves and other hip-hop styles with step. The mix of different dance forms adds to the originality and the appeal of the dance numbers,” says the director. “Hi-Hat was able to come up with choreography that was perfectly matched with the strength and spirit of the characters.” Hi-Hat irreverently worked outside the lines but started with a deep appreciation for the history and legacy of stepping. Step is most often traced to a folkloric South African form known as gumboot dancing, which spread among laborers and miners, often allowing a mix of ethnic groups who spoke different languages to communicate via rhythm and sound. They used the only instruments available to them: their boots and their bodies. By stamping, clapping, and even rattling ankle chains, they developed dances that expressed to one another all the heartache and yearning of working-class life and that became a popular form of social activity. This “gumbooting” combo of footsteps, claps and spoken word storytelling made its way into African American sororities around the turn of the 20th Century. It remained largely a college phenomenon until recently, when step began to spread out into new areas, cultures and dancers, who have kept it dynamically changing by adding in elements as diverse as martial arts, cheerleading, hip hop, tap dancing, ethnic dance and acrobatics. But no matter what goes into it, what comes out is a way of dancing that is a lot like storytelling. “The culture of stepping is all about communication and creating a group bond,” explains Hi-Hat.



The vast creativity of step allowed Hi Hit to develop distinctive dance styles that would reflect each of the very different personalities of HOW SHE MOVE’s characters. She elaborates: “Raya is always very creative with her emotions, so if she is angry or if she’s happy, she creates that with her moves. Whenever Bishop and his crew perform, it is uplifting for the crowd, and you want to join in. Garvey is slick, so I wanted his team to be acrobatic. That’s where the break dancing comes in: it’s energetic and it’s intense. Michelle’s crew is another style, another flavor. She’s sexy. So it’s rugged and it’s raw and diva-ish.” Hi-Hat found herself constantly inspired to come up with new moves for the characters. But the question was: could the cast, many of whom had never stepped before, keep up? The key would be to intensively training them to step with the passion and skill of real competitors with everything on the line.



Step Camp To help train the cast to perform Hi-Hat’s wildly creative choreography, the young stars were inducted into a literal “boot” camp in which they donned their Timberland boots for eight hours of rehearsal a day over a period of five extremely intense weeks. Hi-Hat knew she was asking for the impossible, but somehow she got it. “Stepping is all about rhythm, so it’s hard not only for actors, but for dancers,” says Hi-Hat. “The thing is that the cast really wanted to do this, they were determined, they worked hard and they truly became their characters because of it. Everyone was focused on making this a great dance movie – and that’s what did it.” The cast was amazed by their own transformations. Rutina Wesley admits she was intimidated at the start of rehearsals but soon found she was dancing with all the abandon and fervor of Raya. “I had never done step before, but Hi-Hat made me want to dance. She is such a mommy. Step began to make my pulse race; I connected with the ground under my feet.” Tré Armstrong was equally awed by all the hard work and its pay off. “Eight hours a day, five days a week, for five weeks we worked it. It was grueling, but look at me now -- I’ve never looked this good!” she muses. Shawn Desman, who plays Trey, was in a state of shock at how difficult and physically taxing the training could be, even for a pro dancer. “I’m all about dancing, but the first week of rehearsals, my body was killing me. I’ve been dancing since I was 12 years old, and my body had never felt like that, all that clapping and stomping – even my hands were bruised and I could barely walk. But after a couple of weeks I was fine.”



Dwain Murphy adds: “If I hadn’t had the full five weeks of rehearsal, I would have been nowhere. It’s actually not easy to make it look easy! It also was not just about dancing, it was about learning how to dance in character, which is a challenging thing for an actor.” In the end, the filmmakers were duly impressed with the way the cast stepped it up and made both the choreography and the drama come alive in equal measure. The mix of actors and dancers seemed, in the end, to heighten both elements. Says Ian Iqbal Rashid: “Tré, who plays Michelle, had never acted before but is a professional dancer. Rutina Wesley, who plays Raya, has never danced professionally, but has a strong acting background. So everybody had a different level of experience and the best part was that we all shared our strengths and found a way to make it mesh together.”



Moving to the Music With such explosive and emotional dance routines, next the filmmakers began looking for music that might sonically echo the incredible verve and vibrancy of the dancers as well as their neighborhood. Rather than going for familiar hits, they wanted to remain true to the film’s roots and use lots of authentic music from Canada’s cities. Explains producer Jennifer Kawaja, “HOW SHE MOVE does have huge tracks in it, from ‘Bad Man’ from Missy Elliott, ‘Touch It’ from Busta Rhymes and ‘Is It Good (To You)’ from Yummy Bingham. But is was more important to us that a lot of the music come from the community we’re portraying, and that we showcase Canadian artists whose music is a reflection of their background, just as dance is for the characters in the film.” HOW SHE MOVE features music from a wide-ranging slate of Canadian artists, from heavyweights such as Saukrates (who wrote an original track, “Monster,” for the film), to newer voices such as Mood Ruff



(“Don’t Let It Slip Away”) and Tasha T (“Rectify”).



Artists



representing Toronto include Mayhem Morearty (“Out Here”), who grew up in the city’s Lawrence Heights (aka “Jungle”) metro-housing complex, and Smugglaz (“Jane & Finchin’”), whose members hail from the same neighborhood as Bishop, Raya, Michelle and their friends and who have become leaders of the thriving Jane-Finch hip-hop scene. Another rising Toronto star, Cali (aka Sarah Francis), who was seen this year in HAIRSPRAY, appears in HOW SHE MOVE as a member of the FemPhatal dance crew, and her track “Bout ‘It” is featured on the soundtrack. HOW SHE MOVE also features music by



Winnipeg’s hip-hop/reggae artist Fenom (“Reflections”) and Montreal’s Carl Henry (“Perfect”). From across the border, Philadelphia’s new sensation, Kevin Michael, along with beatboxer Akil Dasan, contributes a track (“It Don’t Make Any Difference To Me”), and Brooklyn’s Lil Mama contributes two (“Life” and “G Slide”). HOW SHE MOVE also required very specific kinds of tracks for Hi-Hat’s high-energy routines. For that job, Hi-Hat brought in long time collaborator Montell Jordan of Atlanta’s J&J Productions. J&J has written and produced for such artists as Whitney Houston, Gladys Knight, Deborah Cox, Dru Hill, Sisqo, Heavy D, and the list goes on. Their unique Atlanta beats and their knowledge of stepping provided the perfect accompaniment to Hi-Hat’s blend of step, hip hop and breaking. Finally, rounding out the musical tapestry of HOW SHE MOVE is the original score by Canadian composer Andrew Lockington.



The Look of HOW SHE MOVE



Ian Iqbal Rashid shot HOW SHE MOVE just outside of Toronto in a neighborhood similar to the one in which both he and the film’s lead character grew up. “We shot in a neighborhood so much like mine, I felt like I was starting from the inside out,” says Rashid. When it came to the look of the film, Rashid wanted to match the nature of stepping – keeping the visuals hard, powerful and edgy. He worked closely with cinematographer André Pienaar and production designer Aidan Leroux to keep the emphasis of the design on the very raw and gritty nature of Raya’s surroundings. To this end, much of the film was shot with a 16-mm handheld camera. “The film is about movement – about movement through dance as well as upward mobility and ambition,” says Rashid. “I wanted to further excite that theme of motion through the way we shot the film. We worked a lot with a Super-16 camera, which is relatively light and mobile, and tried to keep the camerawork constantly alive. Also, during the editing process, we tried to leave each scene with a feeling of movement, even if it’s expressed as subtly as through an unfinished gesture. I wanted to provide a sense that, even when unobserved, the characters continued to move, to yearn.” Rashid was especially influenced by the style of German photographer Thomas Struth, whose vast, almost clinical cityscapes dissect the rhythms of modern life; and the raw, moody quality and deep hues used in the palette of American photographer Nan Goldin, whose emotionally intimate shots have won international recognition.



“Our aesthetic was chosen with a view to giving the film a more immediate feel,” Rashid explains. “In the end, it’s a chunky, modernist vision -- clean lines, girth, hard edges, muted colors and very spare – not the vivid tenement urban jungle we’re used to seeing in American films. The buildings that surround the characters are modern and spread far apart and lonely. It’s a cold landscape, but the people who live there find a way to warm it.”



#####



About the Cast RUTINA WESLEY (Raya Green) Classically trained actress Rutina Wesley always brings a passion and intelligence to her work. Many have likened her to a young Angela Basset, an actress with true range who can make an audience both laugh and cry at the same time. Since her May 2005 graduation from the Drama Division of the Juilliard School, Rutina has amassed some high quality credits for her resume. She appeared in the high profile Broadway production of David Hare’s THE VERTICAL HOUR, starring two-time Academy Award® nominee Julianne Moore and directed by Sam Mendes. While still at Juilliard, Rutina got her first taste of Hollywood when she was cast in a small role in the hit film HITCH, starring Will Smith and Eva Mendes. Just before the film’s release, Rutina learned that her scene had been cut from the final version of the movie, but chalked it up as an impressive learning experience for a young girl still in drama school. In addition to her studies at Juilliard, Rutina spent a summer studying Shakespeare at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. There, Rutina was able to tackle the highly sought after role of Juliet in a production of Romeo and Juliet directed by Nona Sheppard. Rutina was also able to take part in many productions at Julliard, ranging from Macbeth, Richard III and The Winter's Tale to The Marriage of Figaro, Rebel Armies Deep Into Chad and In the Blood, among many others. Upon graduation from school, Rutina was a part of the pre-Broadway workshop for the Tony-nominated musical The Color Purple. Rutina, a native of Las Vegas, received her BFA in Theatre Performance from the University of Evansville after attending the Las Vegas Academy of Performing Arts. She currently resides in New York.



DWAIN MURPHY (Bishop) Newcomer Dwain Murphy is a native of Dominica. Always keen to act, he was especially encouraged and challenged by a high school drama teacher to pursue acting as a career. Dwain followed his mentor’s advice, enrolling in the Acting for Film & Television Program at Humber College. Since completing work as Bishop in HOW SHE MOVE, his first major role in a feature film, Dwain has completed a principal role opposite Danny Glover in Clement Virgo’s feature POOR BOY’S GAME and has appeared in the award-winning television series Degrassi: The Next Generation and G-Spot.



TRÉ ARMSTRONG (Michelle) Tré Armstrong has been dancing since she was five and trained with Luther Brown at Do Dat Entertainment. She got her big professional break when she was chosen from 1,000 hopefuls to perform in the Missy Elliott concert tour. She also danced in a piece for Missy Elliott at the Vibe Awards. Growing up in Toronto, Tré used to dance to her mother's music. She started classes at the Dance Factory in Mississauga and later attended Erindale School of Dance. After a stint studying kinesiology at University of Western Ontario, she was cast in HONEY as one of the



principal dancers. She has also appeared as a dancer in CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE DRAMA QUEEN, SHALL WE DANCE, BREAKIN’ IN: THE MAKING OF A HIP HOP DANCER, and STEPPIN’ UP: SAVE THE LAST DANCE II. Tré has danced in videos for Rihanna, Sean Paul, Robbie Williams, Seal, Ashanti and Shawn Desman. Following a small part in SAVE THE LAST DANCE 2, HOW SHE MOVE is Tré’s second acting role and first lead.



BRENNAN GADEMANS (Quake) British Columbia native Brennan Paul Gademans began taking tap dancing classes at the age of four because his mother noticed that whenever he heard music, he would start to dance. Since that time, he has one won many medals and trophies dancing competitively as part of a tap duo and as a hip hop soloist. Brennan’s first major acting role was in a film made for television called MAN IN THE MIRROR, in which he played the young Michael Jackson. He then landed the role of young Todd Bridges in the television movie Behind the Camera: The Unauthorized Story of Diff’rent Strokes. In the summer of 2005 he was cast as the principal character in an educational series entitled GET SET, based on Stephen R. Covey’s book The Seven Habits of Highly Effective Teens. HOW SHE MOVE is Brennan’s first feature film.



SHAWN DESMAN (Trey) Shawn Desman is a multi-faceted entertainer who has amassed a notable dance, production and acting repertoire over the years. He appeared in the film HONEY, starring Jessica Alba, and his acting and dance credits also include a major role in the teen movie GET OVER IT with Martin Short, Carmen Electra and Sisqo, as well as various TV commercials. Shawn’s debut album is certified Platinum and his second has already gone Gold and is fast approaching Platinum. He has had 6 top ten singles: “Get Ready,” “Shook”, “Spread My Wings,” “Let’s Go”, “Redhair” and “Man in Me.” He also has had four #1 videos at Much Music. Shawn wrote and co-produced many of the tracks on his albums. His music awards include Best Pop Video for Get Ready at the 2003 Much Music Video Awards and the JUNO Award for Best R&B/Soul Recording in 2006. He was also nominated for JUNO Artist of the Year in 2006.



KEVIN DUHANEY (E.C.) Toronto actor Kevin Duhaney has a remarkable track record that includes the feature films FOUR BROTHERS, directed by John Singleton, HONEY, directed by Billie Woodruff, a lead role in TREED MURRAY, DOWN IN THE DELTA, BLIND FAITH, and HALF BAKED. On television, Kevin had a lead role in Power Rangers S.P.D., and has appeared in Crown Heights, Profoundly Normal, Tru Confessions, The Miracle Worker, and Hendrix as young Jimi.



MELANIE NICHOLLS-KING (Faye Green) Canadian Melanie Nicholls-King has recently been seen in the multi-award winning television series The Wire, Third Watch, Law & Order: SVU, and Law & Order: Criminal Intent. Her television movies include Deacons for the Defense, Society’s Child, Jett Jackson: The Movie and What Makes a Family. Melanie’s feature film credits include A COOL, DRY PLACE, Clement Virgo’s RUDE, and MERCY, directed by Damien Harris.



KEYSHIA COLE (As Herself) Like many young people raised in a tough neighborhood, the 21-year-old Platinumselling R&B singer Keyshia Cole, endured a tumultuous childhood in Oakland, California. She fought hard to keep her dream of a music career and has realized that dream on her own terms with her first album for the A&M label, The Way It Is. It's been a long road for Keyshia, but it's her powerful voice-- a bell-like instrument whose soaring clarity is topped off with a tantalizing touch of soulful grit -- that's carried her through, not to mention the diminutive singer's personal combination of sugar, spice, sass and sex appeal, along with a solid-steel spine. While still a pre-teen she convinced then-superstar MC Hammer that he should put her on his tour stage, and she even got a chance to do some recording with the rap star before she was 12 years old. She also scored sessions with other Bay Area artists, including Messy Marv's "Nubian Queen" remix, which was a regional hit for the rapper, and with Tony Toni Tone's Dwayne Wiggins, who featured her on his soundtrack for the indie film ME & MRS. JONES. When she arrived in Los Angeles, it took the determined singer a few short months of to snag an introduction to A&M Records President Ron Fair, who signed her to her first solo recording deal. For her first album, Keyshia garnered the support of none other than reigning hiphop star Kanye West; producer and songwriter DaRon of R&B group 112; rapper Chink Santana, whose gruff stylings have graced hits by Ashanti and The Inc.; and popular producer E-Poppi. She also got a chance to collaborate with Eve for her debut single, "Never," on the BARBERSHOP 2 soundtrack. Keyshia is the star of the hit BET show Keyshia Cole: The Way It Is, which gives viewers insight into what it took for Keyshia to rise up from her troubled past to become a critically acclaimed artist.



DeRAY DAVIS (As Himself) Comic star DeRay Davis was recently seen in LICENSE TO WED with Mandy Moore and Robin Williams, as well as SCHOOL FOR SCOUNDRELS, SWAP MEET and CODE NAME: THE CLEANER. His credits also include the Hustle Guy in BARBERSHOP and BARBERSHOP 2, the Will Smith-produced THE SEAT FILLER, JOHNSON FAMILY VACATION, JIMINY GLICK IN LALAWOOD and Disney’s FRANK McKLUSKY. DeRay is perhaps best known for his role THE FOG. On television, DeRay has been seen on MTV’s Wild N Out, HBO’s Entourage and Comedy Central's Reno 911, as well as My Wife and Kids, Cedric Presents...., Love Lounge, Late Friday, Play'd, Premium Blend and BET’s ComicView.



On the recording side, DeRay wrote and performed the comedy skits on Kanye West’s LPs Late Registration and The College Dropout and he performed at the 2006 Grammy Awards with Kanye and Jamie Foxx. A born hustler from Chicago's South Side, DeRay began his career in the comedy clubs and was first noticed by Hollywood at Atlanta's Laffapalooza Festival. Shortly after moving to LA, DeRay won the Comedy Central Laugh Riots Competition and was a standout on the Cedric the Entertainer Tour and at the Montreal Just for Laughs Festival.



About the Filmmakers



IAN IQBAL RASHID (Director) Ian Iqbal Rashid’s wrote and directed his first feature film, the romantic comedy TOUCH OF PINK, in 2004. The film premiered at Sundance and went on to travel the world, winning several awards at film festivals. Sony Picture Classics distributed the film internationally. Previous to TOUCH OF PINK, Ian wrote widely for British television including the critically acclaimed cult hit series This Life, which won every major UK television prize including the BAFTA (British Academy of Film and Television Arts) Award and the Writers’ Guild of England Award for Ian. He has written and directed two short films: Surviving Sabu (Hindi Picture/The Arts Council of England/Channel 4), and Stag (Martin Pope Productions/BBC Films), both of which played to festival acclaim around the world and won several prizes. He is currently developing film and television projects in Canada, the U.S., and in the U.K., including a Bollywood-style musical television series for the BBC. Ian is the author of three award-winning collections of poetry. In 1999, he won the Aga Khan Award for Excellence in the Arts. Of South Asian Muslim ancestry, Ian is a true child of the Commonwealth: of Indian extraction, he was born in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, grew up in Toronto, Canada, and now lives in London with his Australian partner Peter Ride.



ANNMARIE MORAIS (Screenwriter) Annmarie Morais recalls with some chagrin the “accident of providence” that had her knock a York University program book off a shelf in her high school guidance office – and fall open to film and video production. Enthralled by the possibility of combining her loves of cinema and storytelling, she would go on to graduate from York University’s Film and Video program having written and directed several short films. In pursuit of a writing career in film and television, Annmarie’s primary concern when seeking employment was whether or not the job in question would interfere with her writing time at home. Her literary dedication proved well worth the effort, and in 1999 she became the first Canadian ever to receive the Nicholl Screenwriting Fellowship (sponsored by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences) for her dramatic script BLEEDING. HOW SHE MOVE marks Annmarie’s feature film debut, a deeply personal story that gives voice to a culture and community she cherishes. She continues to collaborate with Sienna Films on several projects in development and recently wrote and produced the Global Television series Da Kink in My Hair. Annmarie divides her time between Toronto and Los Angeles.



SIENNA FILMS (Producers) Sienna Films is helmed by Jennifer Kawaja and Julia Sereny. They most recently wrapped picture on CRY OF THE OWL, a Patricia Highsmith adaptation starring Paddy Considine, Julia Stiles and Caroline Dhavernas with MACT, Studio Hamburg and Myriad for the BBC, as well as the international mini-series Rough for CBC, starring James Purefoy, Derek Jacobi and Judy Davis, with Alchemy Television Group.



In 2006 they produced One Dead Indian, a television movie about the controversial death of Native Canadian Dudley George, which aired on CTV in January 2006 to critical acclaim and was the most watched drama on Canadian television that night, and was nominated for seven Gemini Awards including wins for Best Direction (Tim Southam) and Best Writing (Andrew Wreggit and Hugh Graham). Sienna’s other productions include: I, CLAUDIA, which premiered at the 2004 Toronto International Film Festival and won the 2005 Gemini Awards for best director and best actress and was also part of Canada’s Top Ten Films of 2004, as chosen by the Toronto International Film Festival Group; TOUCH OF PINK (Sony Pictures Classics), written and directed by Ian Iqbal Rashid, which premiered at the 2004 Sundance Film Festival; MARION BRIDGE, directed by Wiebke von Carolsfeld and starring Molly Parker (Deadwood) and Ellen Page (HARD CANDY, X-MEN III), which premiered at the 2002 Toronto International Film Festival where it won the City-TV Best First Feature Award and later enjoyed successful theatrical releases and broadcast in Canada, the U.S. and in Europe; SAINT MONICA, directed by Terrance Odette and starring Brigitte Bako (G-SPOT, MIND OF THE MARRIED MAN), also premiered at Toronto and has screened at many international film festivals, including in competition at Berlin, and at the Sarasota Film Festival, where it won the Best Narrative Feature award. Sienna’s box office hit NEW WATERFORD GIRL, directed by Allan Moyle (PUMP UP THE VOLUME), premiered at the 1999 Toronto International Film Festival, where star Liane Balaban (WORLD TRAVELER, SEVEN TIMES LUCKY) was awarded a Special Jury Congratulation. It went on to Sundance, Rotterdam and the Atlantic Film Festival, where it won the award for Best Film. The film was nominated for seven Genie Awards including Best Picture, as well as four Canadian Comedy Awards (including a win in the direction category). Sienna’s credits also include: the TV movie Society’s Child, written by Dennis Foon and directed by Pierre Gang, which was nominated for a Best Picture Gemini Award; a TV adaptation of the acclaimed play SIBS, written by and starring Diane Flacks and Richard Greenblatt, which aired on CBC in fall 2003; the performing arts special Dinner at the Edge, which won a Chris Award at the Columbus International Film Festival and was nominated for five 2001 Gemini Awards; and the 1994 critically acclaimed feature film APRIL ONE starring David Strathairn, Stephen Shellen and Djanet Sears. Sienna has produced several award-winning documentaries including BLACK, BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL: BLACK WOMEN AND THEIR HAIR, EROTICA, MAN OVERBOARD, CONFESSIONS OF A RABID DOG and the UK/Canada coproduction HIDDEN CHILDREN. For HOW SHE MOVE, Sienna Films is joined by producer Brent Barclay and co-producer Claire Prieto.



ANDRÉ PIENAAR (Director of Photography) André Pienaar’s work demonstrates an extraordinary cinematic range. From classic period dramas and stylized commercials to gritty urban documentaries, he is equally at home. André’s passion as an artist and collaborator in communicating the essence of a story is reflected in his diverse range of projects. André recently completed the teen thriller THE BUTTERFLY KNOT using a mix of 35mm film and HD. Past projects include THE WINNING SEASON starring Mathew Modine and Kristin Davis, ALMOST AMERICA, an Italian period drama and A SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER,



starring William H. Macy. André is well versed in the television world and has lensed shows for the BBC, Channel 4, PBS, Showtime, TNT, CBC, SABC and others. André’s talents have also been drawn on by celebrated directors like Michael Apted, David Cronenberg, Patricia Rozema and Rupert Wainwright. Commercially, André has shot spots for most of the world’s big brands including Acura, AT&T, Budweiser, Chevrolet, Coke, Federal Express, Fila, Ford, Kodak, Mercedes Benz, Pepsi, Toyota, UPS, Visa, and VW. Amongst the long list of commercial directors he has worked with are Albert Watson, The Perlorian Brothers, David McNally, David Kellogg, Tim Godsall, Jeffrey Fleisig, Ray Dillman, Michael Downing and Raymond Bark. His extensive body of work has been recognized with awards from Cannes, the Clios, Geminis, Art Directors Club of Canada, the Bessies, the CSC the SASC and many more.



SUSAN MAGGI (Editor) Susan Maggi has worked in the Canadian film industry since 1986. Her training was in the editing room of notable Canadian directing icon David Cronenberg, working on such films as THE FLY, DEAD RINGERS and NAKED LUNCH. She also worked in the cutting rooms of many notable American editors and directors as U.S. productions came north. Maggi then turned her attention to working with up-and-coming Canadian directors, establishing herself as an editor at the forefront of the Canadian film scene and helping to realize a number of films that premiered or were in competition at festivals such as Cannes, Sundance, Berlin and Toronto. Alongside many prestigious film festival screenings and awards, Maggi has received Genie nominations for Best Film Editing on features NEW WATERFORD GIRL, THE BOYS CLUB and RUDE. In addition, she has received Gemini nominations for her work on CBC’s One Heart Broken into Song and The Planet of Junior Brown. Maggi’s other well known credits include MEN WITH BROOMS, directed by Paul Gross; A WRINKLE IN TIME, directed by Patricia Rozema; SAINT RALPH; TOUCH OF PINK; and Clement Virgo’s LIE WITH ME. She recently completed the edit of Virgo’s POOR BOY’S GAME. HI-HAT (Choreographer) When New York native Hi-Hat took a dance challenge some five years ago to battle Will Smith's choreographer, she could only hope for the best. A hip hop street dancer, she knew she had to take the plunge to get to the next level: out of the clubs and into the studios. It was that leap of faith that catapulted her into a whole new world. She won the dance competition, and officially began her career as a professional dancer, soon to turn choreographer, and eventually establishing Hi-Hat Entertainment. It was her first big budget video for Montell Jordan’s single “I Like” that attracted industry attention. Hi-Hat's goal was to bring something different to the set, and Jordan was so impressed with the results that he invited Hi-Hat to choreograph his entire tour. Hi-Hat's unique stylings caught on like fire, attracting Teddy Riley for the “No Diggity” video featuring Dr. Dre, as well as video director Hype Williams, who continued to use her on several of his high profile projects. Racking up an incredible talent roster, the young choreographer can now claim Diddy, Wyclef Jean, Mary J. Blige, Eve and Jay-Z among those who have busted out her moves. Testimony to Hi-Hat's innovative maneuvering is exemplified in her work for hip hop's hottest visionary, Missy Elliot. Hi-Hat has choreographed videos for “All In My Grill,” “She’s A



Bitch,” “Hit Em With the Hee,” “Sock It To Me,” “Beep Me 911,” “Get Your Freak On,” and “One Minute Man.” Hi-Hat's talents have also taken her beyond the world of artist's videos. She created the cheerleading routines and dance moves for Paramount Pictures' BRING IT ON as well as completing videos for the movie soundtracks of CHARLIE’S ANGELS and THE RUG RATS. She was the dance instructor for Mary J. Blige's recent US Tour and choreographed Eve for her 2001 Tour with Destiny's Child. Currently she's busy building Hi-Hat Entertainment, an umbrella organization comprised of dancers and choreographers, into a major dance enterprise.



ANDREW LOCKINGTON (Composer) Andrew Lockington has been working in film music since 1997 and in that time has accumulated more than 40 feature film credits. Andrew's composer credits include Michael McGowan's SAINT RALPH, Ian Iqbal Rashid's TOUCH OF PINK, Nisha Ganatra's CAKE, Mina Shum's LONG LIFE, HAPPINESS AND PROSPERITY and the HBO movies XCHANGE and STRANGER INSIDE. Andrew recently scored the Lions Gate/Constantin thriller SKINWALKERS, directed by James Isaac, and the sci-fi adventure JOURNEY 3D, the feature directorial debut of Oscar®-nominated visual effects supervisor Eric Brevig. HOW SHE MOVE marks Andrew's second collaboration with Ian Iqbal Rashid and third collaboration with Sienna Films.



AIDAN LEROUX (Production Designer) A diversely talented designer, Aidan Leroux’s professional credits span film, television and theatre. Feature film credits include art direction on THE HIGHWAYMEN for New Line, assistant art direction on RESIDENT EVIL and THE TUXEDO for Deamworks Studios, and on EXIT WOUNDS for Warner Brothers. He was the production designer for the CBC Opening Night production of Kristen Thompson’s acclaimed play I, CLAUDIA for Sienna Films. Aidan also works regularly with Rhombus Media, including as production designer on their production of STORMY WEATHER, for which he won a Gemini Award, and on a performing arts special presentation of DEATH & THE MAIDEN. Aidan’s credits as a set designer for television include seasons one and two of the Warner Brothers’ series Witchblade and season five of La Femme Nikita. He recently served as production designer on the telefilm version of Margaret Atwood’s The Robber Bride.



KIMBERLEY ANN RUSH (Costume Designer) Kimberley Ann Rush has been designing for the last ten years. Her versatility as an artist has led her to design not only in film and television but also for dance, documentary, commercials and music videos. She is also an art director, designing for short films, music videos and commercials. Kimberley approaches her work with the sensibilities of both departments. She has worked with the likes of Walter Matthau, Carol Burnett, Alan Bates, Michael Madsen and Pete Postlethewaite. She has costume-designed films including SABAH, LOOKALIKE, THE ARTISTS, HOLLYWOOD NORTH, with Jennifer Tilley and Matthew Modine, and TRIGGERMAN, with Adrian Dunbar, Amanda Plummer and Claire Forlani. Rush recently costume designed a children's film, BAILEY’S BILLIONS starring Jennifer Tilley, Tim Curry and Dean Cain, documentary based on the Douglas Coupland book Souvenir of Canada and Park Bench’s vampire comedy ALICE BLUE.



CAST (in alphabetical order) Michelle Mike Evans Garvey Uncle Cecil David Green As Herself Seaton Teacher As Himself Trey Tall Girl in Bathroom E.C. Quake Pam Green Neighbourhood Guy Customer Scrawny Guy DJ Lester Johnson Bishop Teen Groupie Manny Niko Niles Wayne Bishop Faye Green Raya Green (Age 12) Mr. Duncan Sorority Stepper Deandra Mrs. Davis Vice Principal Wilson Selia Short Girl in Bathroom Raya Green Loop Group
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production notes 

The richness of Canada is based on the gifts of immigrants: labour, culture, knowledge, ... The six-hour series was shot in Canada and South Africa, features 125.
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TRISHNA Production Notes FINAL MASTER 

And we came across a lot of schools where they have made a big effort to make sure that all the children – boys and girls – stayed on at school until they were ...
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Production in Escherichia coli and one-step ... - Hugues Bedouelle 

The potential of MalE as a vector for the production, export and purification of .... elution buffer containing 45% glycerol at -20Â°C. The DNA polymerase and ...
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Step-By-Step Guide 

Example: there is a web-design team in your organisation with 8 people. ... g) X:\imagex /compress maximum /capture d: y:\Windows7.wim â€œWindows 7 installâ€�.
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Securing Apache: Step-by-Step 

May 14, 2003 - Before we start securing Apache, we must specify what functionality ... The server must not offer any network services except HTTP: (80/TCP); .... A different method must be used to create a /chroot/httpd/dev/log device, which is also 
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Step-by-Step GuIde .fr 

spring, they mix it into their soil, test to see what amendments, if any, are needed, and the ...... bodies about one-eighth of an inch long. The larvae live in the soil.
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STEP 1 STEP 2 - Etilize 

Move / black mark on the inner bar .... Si ocurriÃ³ algÃºn daÃ±o durante el envÃo, devuelva la unidad completa al lugar de compra para su devoluciÃ³n o reposiciÃ³n.
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Samba Step-by-Step - pingie.debus.free.fr 

Apr 13, 1999 - Getting Samba . .... It is meant to help you get Samba up and running quickly, promise that you will read all the .... hide dot files = No. [public].
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STEP 1 STEP 2 - Etilize 

edge to panel edge. Suggest to keep the distance of 5mm from metal edge to panel edge. Move the black mark to the center position, then tighten the screw “G”.
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STEP 1 STEP 2 - Etilize 

Remove all wrapping materials, including staples and packaging straps before you start to assemble. â€¢ Do not tighten all screws/bolts until pieces are completely assembled. â€¢ Keep all hardware parts out of children's reach. â€¢ It is recommended 
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notes sur les cultures et la production de martinique 

Read Online Now notes sur les cultures et la production de martinique guadeloupe classic Ebook PDF at our Library. Get notes sur les cultures et la production ...
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STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 2 STEP 4 - Etilize Content Server 

High Table Side Leg Frame 16209. Adjustable .... Coloque todas las partes laminadas sobre una superficie limpia y uniforme (como un tapete o la alfombra).
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ICND2 SuperLab (Step-by-Step) - Description 

In this lab you will load new configuration files into your pod devices; these files ... your pod number for x and the router number for y in all instructions and ...... configuration you will also see more detail in the crypto pki certificate sectio
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Production 

Directrice de l'unitÃ© de programmes documentaires, France TÃ©levision ..... Ce que n'a pas fait la BBC en Grande-Bretagneâ€¦ C'est un petit miracle commun aux ...
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Create Universe step by step - Panda-Sql 

5 Choose tables. âž¢ 6 Create aliases and tables. âž¢ 7 Create joins. âž¢ 8 Create classes and objects. âž¢ 9 Save universe. âž¢ 10 Connect with query module.
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easy step by step guide dbid 4acl 
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Step 0 

art post-internet, post-digital, art en ligne, art internet, art web, net art, ... C'est au sein de l'Open Space que la collection permanente de SERVICES est ... public s'empare de ses Å“uvres, les transforme ainsi que l'Ã©volution dans le temps.
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Production 

vyrÃ¡bÄ›nÃ½m letounem s raketovÃ½m pohonem na svÄ›tÄ›. SÃ©riovÃ© letouny poslouÅ¾ily k testÅ¯m a k vÃ½cviku pilotÅ¯ na bojovou verzi Me 163B. RaketovÃ½ Komet startoval.Missing:
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Pro Tableau; A Step-by-Step Guide 

relational databases (NoSQL such as MongoDB, Cassandra), R data files, etc. ... Intelligence, Big Data and Analytics technologies such as Hadoop, NoSQL ...
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STEP - Swisspower 

Technologie membranaire pour sÃ©parer le CO2 du mÃ©thane (CH4). Installation .... dans les domaines de la direction et de l'ingÃ©nierie. Pour l'injection dans le ...
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Microsoft VBScript Step by Step eBook 

Creating an ADO Query into Active Directory Step-by-Step Exercises . . . . . . . . . . ..... the vast majority of the cases, the solution is a simple VBScript. In Microsoft ...... notice that the query looks exactly like a regular SQL Server query. T
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STEP #1 

114 West 26th Street. New York, NY ... Cambridge, Ontario N1R8G9 ...... (1310 mm) de largo, 27 1/4 pulgadas (690mm) de ancho y 4 pulgadas (100 mm) de.
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Gloria's Step 

FMaj7. E Maj7 DMaj7. D Maj7. C7 9. Fm7. Em7. FMaj7. Am7 5. Em7 5. Gm7 5. Dm7 5. G7 9. C7 9. E 7 9. A. B. 1. Gloria's Step. Scott LaFaro.
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production 2.0 production 2.0 - DoYouBuzz 

aux nouvelles technologies en production, qui permettent directement de soutenir ... quand trois rÃ©volutions technologiques convergent au mÃªme moment pour.
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